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YQR Master Plan – Engagement #2 Summary 

Introduction 

The intent of the second Public Open 
House was to connect with those that 
were not able to attend the first 
engagement opportunity and to glean 
feedback on airfield, general aviation, 
terminal, and ground transportation 
options.  

In addition, preliminary information was 
presented with regard to Utilities and 
Environmental Considerations.  

The invitation (to the right) was sent via 
email to approximately 75 stakeholders 
and posted on Social media and the 
YQR website. Other versions were 
created to use for advertising on the 
Digital Display Boards in the Airport and the Newspaper.  

The Open House was held on Thursday, September 14th from 5:00 until 7:30pm in the Main 
Terminal Check-In hall.  

Open House Overview 

A total of 16 Open House Boards were available for review. The new boards included the 
following information: 

• What We Heard from Engagement #1; 
• Aviation Demand Forecast; 
• Airfield Requirements; 
• Two Short-Term Options for the Terminal; 
• Five Long-Term Alternatives for the Terminal; 
• Four Ground Transportation Options; 
• Preliminary information regarding Utility requirements and overview of existing 

infrastructure; and, 
• High-level Environmental information.  
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A complete set of the new Open House Boards can be found at the end of this Report. The 
original ones used for the first Open House can be found in Open House Overview #1. The 
boards were laid out around the north check-in area and project team members from RAA, 
InterVISTAS, and Stantec were present to discuss the options and their potential implications.  

Counts of attendees (not including project team members) were taken at half hour intervals 
throughout the evening. The counts do not include those that were counted in the time slot 
before. This was done to avoid double-counting of attendees. In addition, RAA, InterVISTAS 
and Stantec staff were not included in the counts. 

Time # of Attendees 
5:05pm 10 people 
5:30pm 12 people 
6:00pm 7 people 
6:30pm 10 people 
7:00pm 8 people 
7:30pm 8 people 

TOTAL 55 attendees 
 

In addition, 22 attendees signed the “Sign-In Sheet” so they could be kept apprised of the 
events for the YQR Master Plan.  
 
Results 

Written Feedback 

In order to obtain written information on their thoughts about the options provided and the 
Airport Master Plan overall, a Questionnaire was provided for attendees. A total of 12 surveys 
were completed by attendees and the results are outlined below.  

1. Which of the three holdroom expansion options do you support? 
Votes Option Comments 

4 A – Remove sterile corridor south of 
Gate 6 & open domestic arrivals 
vertical circulation 

• “easy implementation”,  
• “small expansion is all that is required”, and  
• “won’t have guests leaving security when 

having connecting flights”. 
5 B – Convert pre-security food court 

to post-security 
 

• “expanding holdroom onto the roof 
sections would likely create a cramped, 
dark, squalid cell”, 

• “makes the most sense”, and 
• “increases the walk-through time of the 

passengers”. 
1 C – Expand holdroom onto level 1 

roof sections 
• “does not remove food court”. 
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2. Which of the four PBS screening locations do you prefer?  
Votes Option Comments 

3 A – Remain in Place • “cost” and  
• “current location provides a ‘queing-area’ 

for short-term peaks in screening 
requirements”. 

4 B – Rotate 90°, north of escalator 
 

• “not too intrusive but functional” and 
• “won’t be in such a crowded area’. 

1 C – Rotate 90°, south of escalator • “smaller change”. 

2 D – Move toward landside 
concession 

• “people want fast screening not snacks”. 

3. Which of the five long-term terminal expansion alternatives do you prefer?  
Votes Option Comments 

0 PBS Screening on Level 1 • none 

2 Expand Over Bag Claim  • “most effective at least cost”. 

2 Holdroom and CBSA North 
Expansion 

• “3 is clearly the least bad option”. 

6 CBSA North Expansion, PBS on Level 
1 

• “don’t like the idea of no access/being 
able to see people once they have 
checked in. Want the option to watch 
significant other after they have checked 
in”. 

1 Expand Over Bag Claim & Building 
Expansion 

• “It will open up the stairs area more”. 

4. Which of the four ground transportation alternatives do you prefer? 
Votes Option Comments 

0 Expand Existing • none 

4 Long-Term Garage • “long term parking is troublesome at times”,  
• “public business connection!”, and 
• “won’t be as many guests walking outside 

on really cold, winter days”. 
4 Short-Term Garage • “the parkade provides easy and close 

access to the terminal”. 
2 Big Loop • “garage construction would have a huge 

footprint for 2-3 years. Is that politically 
acceptable?”, and  

• “cost effective if expansion is necessary. A 
shuttle is preferable to a parking garage”. 
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5. Do you have any general comments to make about YQR 2017 Master Plan &/or the 
Planning process thus far?  
• “Continue to grow and expand. It is positive for the City and increase air traffic, thus, 

more of a destination City (i.e. conferences, etc…)” 
• “The plan options are interesting and I know you will make good and appropriate 

decisions. But please expand and improve the passenger drop-off strip in front of the 
Terminal. It is a very small, poorly designed space. I know you can do better.” 

• “Not having the bag area go back to unsecure area, less chances of security 
breaches.” 

• “Get Delta back to MSP.” 
• “More Air carrier to connect YQR south.” 
• “Looking good.” 
• “Thanks for having the Open House.” 
 

6. Residence: 
• 9 respondents live in the City of Regina and the other 3 respondents did not indicate 

where they live.  
 

7. Landowner 
• 7 did not own land around the airport, 2 did, and 3 did not respond.  

 

8. Contacted in the future? 
• 6 respondents did not want to be contacted with updates regarding the YQR Master 

Plan, 2 did and 4 did not respond to this question.   
 
Verbal Feedback   
In addition to the written comments above, the project team discussed the common themes 
they heard throughout the event. Overall, the comments were broken into categories and are 
highlighted below. 
 
Airport Growth 

• Some attendees were impressed with the proposed growth rate of the airport, but were 
a little confused about the number of operations decreasing. 

Runway length 
• Runway length was a common topic. Some vocalized that not increasing the runway 

length would limit the potential of the airport by not accommodating larger airplanes 
to Europe and Asia. 
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Drop Off Zone Comments 
• The curbside drop-off is severely congested and attendees liked the GT alternatives 

that much-expanded the curbsides. 
• One user came strictly to voice the opinion that the YQR curbside drop of area is well 

below standards and convenience seen elsewhere.  

Post Security/Terminal Upgrades 
• One lady was adamant we needed more to do post-security; she loved to shop, and 

had golfed at another terminal post security. Anything that provides additional 
concessions post-security is worthwhile. 

• In talking to the WestJet employees, they are very much in favour of removing the 
sterile boarding corridor because it helps them save on the number of staff required to 
load/offload a flight. 

• Several attendees indicated a preference for the current food and beverage to be 
converted to the holdroom side, and shifting the PBS line to run south to north to relieve 
congestion at the gates. An expanded apron 2 was liked by one user.   

Services 
• Many questions on air services. 

Expansion 
• Some attendees liked the direction of the last addition, and agreed with expansion to 

the north. 
• The concept south of the proposed taxiway was attractive to one participant who was 

a landowner on the south side of the airport. 
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Help plan your international airpor t

WHAT IS IN AN AIRPORT 
MASTER PLAN?

WHAT IS NOT IN A 
MASTER PLAN?

• A high-level vision and road map for 
development at the Airport for the next 20 years

• A Land Use Plan that designates what type of 
development may occur on various parcels

• A list of projects that may be needed to:

 – Address standard maintenance and/or 
replacement

 – Address current deficiencies or problem-areas

 – Accommodate forecasted growth in activity

• Detailed designs of various facilities to be 
constructed immediately

• Marketing to airlines to improve service or 
lower fares

• A guarantee of how future development will 
occur at the Airport

WHY IS AN AIRPORT MASTER PLAN 
IMPORTANT FOR THE COMMUNITY?

• Creates a 20-year plan to ensure the most appropriate use of YQR’s 
most fundamental resource… land.

• Coordinated plans with external land owners and municipalities can 
mitigate the development of incompatible uses next to each other.

• Community benefits:

 – Direct & Indirect Economic benefits:

 ○ Gateway to the community 

 ○ Crucial transport infrastructure asset (freight hub)

 ○ Employment location

 ○ Commercial activity centre

 ○ Connects markets

 ○ Supports local employment, businesses, and tourism

 – Social Benefits

 ○ Connects people and communities

Introduction

Your YQR 
Airport 

Connects 

PEOPLE 

MARKETS COMMUNITIES

DIRECT Benefits INDIRECT Benefits

Include: economic activities carried out at the airport 
and are directly involved in aviation

Include: economic activities generate by on-airport 
business and off-airport business activities (hotels, 
restaurant, travel agencies, trade and tourism)
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Master Plan Process

WHAT IS THE RESULT? 

An updated Master Plan Report 
and Land Use Plan 

Environmental & Noise Impacts

Project 
kick‑off

Transport 
Canada 

approves  
Land Use Plan

Facility 
Requirements

Mid‑July

Public/Stakeholder 
Input

Mid‑September

Public/Stakeholder 
Input

November

Public/Stakeholder 
Input

February 2018

Technical 
Memo

Technical 
Memo

Master 
Plan 

Report

Implementation 
Plan

Forecast 
Demand

Inventory

Alternatives 
AnalysisAlternatives 
Analysis

Alternatives 
AnalysisAlternatives 
Analysis

Public & Stakeholders to be consulted include:

• General Public

• Community Advisory

• Airlines

• General Aviation Users

• Air Cargo Users

• Ground Transportation Tenants

• Commercial Tenants

• Safety and Security

• Land Developers

• Regional Municipalities

Airport Master Plan 2007-2027  -  Regina International Airport

Map 6:  Airport Land Use Plan
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Help plan your international airpor t

What We Heard

COMMENT LEGEND

Key Barriers

Opportunities

What are the opportunities if volume 
was to permit international service again  
(i.e., immigration, stations, etc.)? 

Impact on adjacent residential land

Importance of U.S. carriers partner 
&/or better connections with 
Winnipeg to help local businesses

Office development—even though 
not under jurisdiction of the OCP, be 
respectful of office policy for benefit 
of downtown vibrancy/development

The next 10–20 years could bring 
a major shift for e-commerce & 
the related facilities. Keep this in 
mind when completing this Master 
Plan (i.e., e-commerce, increase 
in population) and complimentary 
air & ground transport services.

What infrastructure 
considerations can be made to 
keep costs low for transborder/
international carriers so that we 
don’t lose so much service every 
time the dollar (CAD) falls?

Car share & electric charge 
station infrastructureJoint airline lounge (i.e., 

plaza premium) in the future?

Family washroom on 
other side of security

Long-term parking is full

Internal & external displays to 
communicate/celebrate our 
rich aviation history.

Location & type of display for 
aviation history… Where will it 
work? 
How? 
Keep changing the display. 
Make it accessible without 
being in the way.

ISSUES & OPPORTUNITIES MAPPING RESULTS 
TERMINAL AREA

YQR MASTER PLAN ENGAGEMENT #1

July 19, 2017 5:00–7:30 PM

OPEN HOUSE

July 19, 2017 5:00–7:30 PM

OPEN HOUSE

Open House 
July 19, 5:00–7:00 PM

Attendees
Stakeholders

Emailed to

Posted on 
social media

Advertised  
on Airport 
digital  
displays

Announced 
on the YQR 
website

6040
INVITATION



Help plan your international airpor t

Aviation Demand Forecast

The overall passenger forecast grows at 2.8% per annum, 
from 1.2 million annual passengers to  
2.3 million annual passengers in the next 20 years.

As commercial activity increases and general aviation 
activity decreases, the total movement at the airport is 
expected to increase slightly over the next 20 years.

Domestic market has matured and is low 
risk, but is expected to grow at 2.8% per 
annum, which is high for a mature market. 

Transborder market was relatively flat from 
mid-90’s to 2009. 2009–2014 experienced 
an extreme bubble. Transborder service 
is expected to return, but not guaranteed, 
and is considered high-risk.

Commercial aircraft movements are 
expected to grow at 1.4% per annum. It is 
lower than the growth in passengers due 
to expected up-gauging in aircraft.

The general aviation movements are 
expected to continue a long-term decline 
in general aviation activity.
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Airport Site Plan–Full Campus
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Airport Site Plan– 
Primary Development Area
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Air f ield

New infield road to 
reduce Taxiway C 
congestion

Centralized deicing facility 
will eventually be required

Deicing facility operation 
requires new parallel taxiway

Southern Development 
would require parallel 
taxiway

Modifications to Taxiway K 
system to deconflict 
runway intersection

Expand Apron II

Runway Length Analysis
The existing runway of 7,900 ft. can accommodate most potential feasible routes 
and an extension is not expected.

Airfield Requirements
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Terminal Floor Plan–Main Level
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Terminal Floor Plan–Second Level



Help plan your international airpor t

Terminal: Short-Term

Option A
Remove sterile corridor south 
of Gate 6 and open domestic 
arrivals vertical circulation to 
holdroom to allow for crossflow 
of passengers

Option B
Convert pre-security food 
court to post-security, maintain 
concessions, and add holdroom 
seating

Option C
Expand holdroom onto level 1 
roof sections between Gates 4 
and 6

Option A
Remain in place

Option B
Rotate 90°, north 
of escalator so that 
passengers enter center 
of holdroom

Option C
Rotate 90°, south of 
escalator and convert pre-
security food court to post 
security, which creates 
additional holdroom west 
of screening

Option D
Move toward landside 
concession and remove 
pre-security concession

HOLDROOM EXPANSION OPTIONS

PBS SCREENING LOCATIONS



Help plan your international airpor t

Terminal: Long-Term 
Alternatives 1 + 2

In the long-term, one additional gate, additional hold room space, and additional baggage claim devices  
are required. 

Five alternatives to provide these requirements are provided on the two Terminal: Long-Term boards.

Alternative 1 
PBS Screening on 
Level 1

 +Relocate PBS screening to 
level 1, south of check-in

 +Relocate existing offices, if 
necessary

 +Utilize existing vertical 
circulation

Alternative 2 
Expand Over Bag 
Claim

 +Expand holdroom over baggage 
claim

 +Convert pre-security concession 
into post-security concessions and 
holdroom
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Alternative 3 
Holdroom and CBSA 
North Expansion

 +Construct building addition north of 
baggage claim

 +Expand holdroom on level 2 and 
CBSA on level 1

 +Add additional baggage claim unit 
on existing CBSA queue area

Alternative 4 
CBSA North Expansion, 
PBS on Level 1

 +Relocate PBS screening to level 1, 
north of check-in

 +Construct sterile vertical circulation 
cores and corridor on level 1

 +Construct four new sloped-plate 
baggage claim devices

Alternative 5 
Expand over Bag Claim 
and Building Expansion

 +Expand holdroom over baggage 
claim

 +Construct building addition north of 
existing baggage claim

 +Expand holdroom on level 2 and 
CBSA on level 1

 +Construct two new sloped plate 
baggage claim devices exclusively 
for international arrivals

Terminal: Long-Term 
Alternatives 3, 4 + 5
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Ground Transportation

Phase 1: 2022–2027  Phase 2: 2032–2037

Alternative 1 Expand Existing
 +Construct new Rental Car Lot

 +Convert existing Rental Car Lot to Short-Term 
Parking in order to add second curbside

 +Expand Economy Lot incrementally as-needed

Alternative 2 Long‑Term Garage
 +Extend the roadway loop to the north

 +Construct garage in Phase 2

 +Modify existing Rental Car Lot

Alternative 3 Short‑Term Garage
 +Construct 3-Level Garage in Phase 1 that 
accommodates rental cars and short-term parking 
on Level 1

 +Convert Short-Term Lot to second curbside

 +Expand Garage in Phase 2

Alternative 4 Big Loop
 +Extend the roadway loop to the north

 +Expand the existing long-term and economy 
parking lots

 +Move rental car lot to parallel the expanded short-
term lot
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Utilities

Water
• Existing infrastructure servicing terminal building is old and may need 

replacement with newer materials for reliability. 

• Redundancy to terminal building with another service location would be beneficial. 

• Existing loop has both 150 mm and 200 mm diameter mains. Upgrading 150 mm 
mains to 200 mm for consistency would provide better level of service and meet 
proper fire flow requirements. 

• Some abandoned service connections may need proper abandonment/removal. 

Shallow Utilities
• No immediate concerns with shallow utility servicing. The utility companies have 

noted that there may be significant lead times and appreciate as much notice as 
possible to plan for possible upgrades. 

Transportation
• Intersection at Regina Avenue will require enhancements for both traffic capacity 

and pedestrian safety. Upgrades and re-surfacing will be required as paving and 
infrastructure continue to age. 

Wastewater
• There could be capacity issues with the City of Regina 1,350 mm diameter trunk 

sewer. Additional development of the airport property may require alternate 
conveyance to the wastewater treatment plant, or on-site storage infrastructure. 

Stormwater
• As development continues, need to evaluate capacity of downstream culverts 

flowing to Wascana Creek. 

• Overland flow to Wascana Creek may be better managed by directing flow along 
property lines, allowing for development of some additional areas. 

• An existing concrete storm pipe is cracked and should be replaced. 

• Slough west of Runway 13-31 should have a ditch allowing drainage of the 
slough. 
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Environmental 

Fire Training
• Review fire training area and potential contaminants, impacts on 

community.

Historical Use
• Old facilities on site known to have contaminants—if disturbed will 

need to manage it.

Glycol Management
• Used in deicing; currently have 3 storage areas; as expand will see 

volumes increase; plan for storage, drainage, disposal and supply.

Fuel
• Currently have 3 fueling locations and various storage locations. 

May consider plans for relocation.

Lavatory
• Dump station now goes to municipal sanitary. Not a known issue.

Air Emissions
• Review Federal requirements for GHG emissions reduction. 

Previous air emission study (2011) showed little impacts from YQR.

Noise
• Noise contours were established and still apply; as expand need 

to consider airport needs and alignment with City planning; unsure 
how changes to Nav Canada flight paths may impact noise, or 
how/ when newer ‘quieter’ aircraft may be in use.

Wildlife
• Wildlife require active management on site e.g. to control birds; 

standing water on site, Callie site storm overflow pond and new 
development may cause issues.

Vegetation
• Converting land cover in some areas to hay.  Not a known issue.

Snow Dump Areas
• As the airport expands, may have potential impact on water 

drainage on site. 


